Next Generation Integrated Mobility:
Driving Smart Cities
ITS World Congress 2017 brings together global leaders in
intelligent and transformative transportation to address the
challenges facing our mobile, connected societies today and
in the future.
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Transformational Transportation:
Exploring Technology’s Next Revolution
Intelligent transportation is driving us into the future. From autonomous vehicles to artificial
intelligence and smart city infrastructure, the potential and impact of this industry is massive—and
backed up by a market projected to reach $143 billion by 2020.
See technology’s next revolution on dramatic display at ITS World Congress 2017, where leaders in
technology, business, science, government, security and transportation will assemble to explore the
transformational innovation that will deploy the next generation of integrated mobility.
Join us in Montréal October 29 - November 2, 2017 for cutting-edge programming, unparalleled
B2B and B2G networking and an interactive Exhibit Hall that highlights the latest intelligent
transportation advancements from around the world.

2017 HIGHLIGHTS
Exhibit Hall

Connections and Collaboration

Technology Showcase
Demonstrations

Industry-Leading Education

Engage with the entire spectrum of ITS
and transportation as top suppliers
showcase their latest concepts, active
prototypes and live systems.

See and experience the newest ITS
technologies during live demonstrations on
the streets adjacent to the Palais de congrés.

NEW in 2017: Smart Cities Pavilion

The Smart Cities Pavilion will bring together
demonstrations by world-class cities
highlighting their smart city technologies,
innovations and solutions. Through the
themes of Urban Mobility, Engaged Citizenry,
Smart Security, Economic Cluster, and Smart
Democracy, these demonstrations will illustrate
how transformative transportation and
integrated mobility solutions are the epicenter
of Smart Cities’ critical infrastructure.

Whether at B2B One on Ones or Interactive
Roundtables, ITS World Congress 2017
provides ample opportunity to make vital
connections.

Tap into cutting-edge insights from the
world’s brightest intelligent transportation
experts. Conference tracks include:
•C
 onnectivity &
Autonomy
• Infrastructure
Challenges &
Opportunities
• Smart(er) Cities
•D
 ata, Security and
Privacy

• Integrated Approach:
Planning, Operations
and Safety
• Innovation, What’s
Next? The New Ideas
•D
 isruption & New
Business Models

Montréal’s Mobility: Enjoying Canada’s Connected City
Known as the cultural capital of Canada, this European-inspired destination is also recognized as
the country’s ‘connected city’—featuring an extensive tech-driven transportation system that makes
getting around the picturesque island easy, safe, and efficient.
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